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Answer: B,E
Explanation:
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LETEã•Œå•«ã•¾ã‚Œã•¾ã•™ã€‚

NEW QUESTION: 2
A user calls the help desk because a folder containing critical
business files is missing from the local drive. The user is
adamant that the folder was there the previous day, and cannot
understand why it is gone. The technician views the properties
of the parent folder and sees a back up listed on the "Prior
Versions" tab. According to the theory of troubleshooting,
which of the following is the technician's NEXT step?
A. Document findings, actions and outcomes
B. Establish a plan of action and implement the solution
C. Verify full system functionality and implement preventive
measures
D. Establish a theory of probable cause
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have been asked to modify the search record for the
instructor table to include course type. What should you select
on the Use tab of the record field properties for the
COURSE_TYPE field?
A. Alternate Search Key
B. Duplicate Order Key
C. Search Key
D. Key
E. List Box Item
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which option is recommended when gathering Optimizer system
statistics on a regular basis to ensure optimal performance?
A. gather system statistics for several hours during normal
workload periods
B. gather system statistics after a performance issue has been
reported
C. shut down any running applications prior to collection
D. gather system statistics for several hours when there is no
workload
E. lock out user sessions and gather system statistics
overnight
Answer: A
Explanation:
Reference:
https://docs.oracle.com/database/121/TGSQL/tgsql_stats.htm#TGSQ
L398
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